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Are YouTube algorithms addicted to State-controlled media?

On 1 March 2022 the EU banned Russia Today and Sputnik from its territory. Both of them were

proven to be media outlets with strong ties to the Kremlin. The ban was ordered to stem

disinformation and misinformation from Russia about the invasion of Ukraine, started on 24

February.

A few days earlier, the President of the EU Commission Ursula von der Leyen promised that «

the state-owned Russia Today and Sputnik, and their subsidiaries, will no longer be able to spread
their lies to justify Putin’s war. We are developing tools to ban their toxic and harmful disinformation
in Europe. »

This announcement led to the ban of the Russian state media from major social media

platforms when accessed from EU member countries. From 1 March, users whose IP addresses

were geolocated in the EU couldn’t access

RT France on some platforms, such as

Youtube, Facebook or Twitter. RT France
broadcast news live and suddenly became

widely less available. However, despite the

ban by major platforms, RT France
continued to produce content that was still

available by, for instance, typing “RT France
VK” into Google, which led directly to their

VKontakte1 page.

RT France remains available with a simple Google search

Technically, this ban means that content from Sputnik and Russia Today channels in English,

German, French, Spanish and Arabic is no longer allowed to be broadcast on TV networks and

the internet on the big US platforms in the EU. Each EU member state is responsible for the

enforcement of the rule.

While this ban had an impact on the reach of the Youtube channels of RT France and Sputnik -

ISD has witnessed a clear activity and traffic drop on both websites’ social media accounts- It

created a void to be filled by other content providers.

Focusing on search results and recommendation results provided by the YouTube algorithms,

the CrossOver project looked at what information was available to Belgian users querying the

keyword "Russie". We wanted to know what the unforeseen consequences of this ban could be.

RT being highly recommended by algorithms, its legal ban could redistribute content origins in

an unprecedented manner.

1 Vkontakte, often named as VK is a Russian social media platform, with around one hundred million
unique visitors per month, the overwhelming majority of whom are concentrated in Russia. It was
bought by state-controlled oil company Gazprom in 2021. (Source)
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32022R0350&from=FR
https://twitter.com/vonderleyen/status/1497973706831929348
https://www.isdglobal.org/digital_dispatches/implementation-and-impact-of-the-rt-and-sputnik-ban-on-french-online-ecosystems/
https://www.isdglobal.org/digital_dispatches/implementation-and-impact-of-the-rt-and-sputnik-ban-on-french-online-ecosystems/
https://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2022/03/12/tout-savoir-sur-vkontakte-le-facebook-russe_6117246_4408996.html
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Key findings
Due to the war in Ukraine, the visibility of the RT France's channel on YouTube became

increasingly important starting from February.

Looking specifically at the keyword “Russie”, we could see that the ban of RT from YouTube was

efficient, the channel was not visibly showing up in search results and recommendations just

after the ban went into effect.

However, RT France left a void in the recommendation results. In a matter of weeks, this void

was quickly filled by CGTN Français, a Chinese state international media channel.

We note that, focusing on the “Russie” keyword, not only did CGTN Français replace RT France in

the amount of content presented, but it also took even more space in video ranking, number of

views and overall success.

It seems that Russia-related videos of CGTN Français are more successful compared to the

other type of content pushed by the Chinese media.
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Context: banning Russia Today
On 21 February Russian president Vladimir Putin recognised the independence of separatist

territories in Donbass. The US warned that 150,000 troops are gathered at the border with

Ukraine. Three days later, Vladimir Putin launched an offensive on neighbouring Ukraine,

which he promised to "demilitarise" and "denazify" on 24 February.

February was also when RT France gained the most video views and subscribers since at least

May 2019 according to data collected by SocialBlade. Between 21 and 28 February, their

Youtube channel gained 90 000 new subscribers right before the ban.

Data displayed on the Crossover Youtube search and suggest dashboard using the Youtube API

shows that RT France has had for a long time a privileged place in search results when people

were looking for information about Russia, or in recommended content on that topic.

A few days before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, according

to the YouTube API data, RT France was the second most

recommended channel for users in Belgium, right behind

France 24 on the topic of Russia. Their videos represented

14% of the overall videos appearing in the search results. On

25 February, the day after Vladimir Putin declared his

"special military operation". RT France represented 20% of

the most recommended channels after performing a search

for the keyword “Russie”. The video entitled ‘Vladimir Putin's
announcement of the military operation in Donbass (full version)’
was recommended 18 times out of 24 (75%).

Vladimir Poutine full “military

operation”  announcement

recommended 18th times out of 24

On February 25th

Similarly, if a Belgian user typed “Russia” in their search bar on Youtube on 28 February, the

first recommended video would likely be from RT France. Indeed, the channel appeared 3 times

in the top 24 search results on 28 February, more specifically, in 1st, 4th and 19th position

during the 2 data collections of the day. It is to note that the recommendation algorithm had

already started to reduce the visibility of the channel (RT France's videos appeared less in the

recommendation results for that period).
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https://socialblade.com/youtube/c/rtfrance
https://socialblade.com/youtube/c/RTfrance/monthly
https://dashboard.crossover.social/?time=morning&platform=youtube&source=BE_API&language=fr-BE#dashboard
https://dashboard.crossover.social/?date=2022-02-24&time=day&platform=youtube&source=BE_API&language=fr-BE#dashboard
https://dashboard.crossover.social/?date=2022-02-24&time=day&platform=youtube&source=BE_API&language=fr-BE#dashboard
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RT France and CGTN Français videos recommandations from YouTube Data API for the keyword “Russie”

The ban happened on 1 March and we could see an immediate drop in RT's visibility in our

dashboard.

RT France's videos in the recommandations results from YouTube API for the keyword “Russie”
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RT France’s empty slot is quickly taken over by

Chinese state-controlled media
Note: The results mentioned in this first part are based on data extracted from the Youtube API.

While RT France’s content was suddenly hidden from European users, a rising stakeholder

appeared in the search results and recommended videos, when looking for information by

searching the keyword “Russie”: CGTN Français. The French-language version of the

state-controlled China Global Television Network gained more and more space in the results

displayed by Youtube. The collected data through this period, between 25 February and 30

April 2022, is unequivocal.

RT France VS CGTN Français videos recommandations though YouTube APIs

What is CGTN?

CGTN (China Global Television Network) -formerly CCTV-9 is the
international branch of CCTV (China Central Television), the main state
television network of China and part of China Media Group since 2018.
According to the analysis of Paul Charon & Jean-Baptiste Jeangène
Vilmer2, the objective of the channel is "to succeed in imposing the 'right'

image of China abroad, to 'correct' the bad representation of China." The official website of CGTN
indicates that its content is available in more than 160 countries and regions and has "over 150
million subscribers across the globe" (for the website, mobile applications and social network
accounts).

2 Charon, P., Jeangène Vilmer, J-B.(2021) Les opérations d'influence chinoises - un moment machiavélien,
IRSEM, p.176-177
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According to the data retrieved from the Youtube API, CGTN Français' content was more

recommended after the RT France ban. The channel started to rise in the results on 1 March

with 4 videos out of the most recommended ones after performing a search for the keyword

“Russie”. Then, it slowly rose from 6 to 10 March but never reached the   Top 24 search results of

“most recommended channels” according to the CrossOver Youtube dashboard data analysis.

However, as CGTN Français kept on posting videos and documenting the war in Ukraine, the

channel gained visibility. On 29 March, 4 videos of CGTN Français appeared in the search

results, 3 of them being in the Top 24. The channel's presence also became increasingly

significant in the most recommended channels in the autoplay after a video: while they

represented 2% of the content on 22 March, they attained 8% (18 videos) a week later.

CGTN Français' videos recommandations for the keyword “Russie” between March 1st to 31th.

The Chinese channel reached its peak on 12 April with 16 videos in the search results  (7 in Top

24). The same day, CGTN Français appeared third in the Top 24 most recommended channels -

in the autoplay after the video, occupying 8% of the space (19 videos). In the Top 24 search

results, CGTN Français’ videos appeared 1st, 4th, 8th, 12th, 15th, 16th, and 19th. This means

that a Belgian user typing “Russie” in their search bar on Youtube on 12 April was more likely to

receive as a first recommendation a video of CGTN Français.
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CGTN Français' videos recommandations for the keyword “Russie” between April 1st to the 30th

Screenshot of the YouTube CrossOver dashboard for the 12th April, language french, keyword “Russie”
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This data analysis leads us to the conclusion that, on the topic of Russia, according to Youtube

API results, CGTN Français has become an increasingly important part of algorithmically

recommended content both in search results and in recommendation results after the ban of

RT France.

These findings are corroborated with the data retrieved by Socialblade: the channel CGTN
Français gained the most subscribers since May 2019, between 28 February and 7 March 2022

(12 000 new subscribers). The weekly video views have increased almost continuously since 28

February. More than gaining visibility, they managed to reach a broader audience.
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Is the official YouTube API data a good

representation of what users really see?
Notes: the collection of data starts at the beginning of April, when Raspberry Pis started to have a
subsequent data collection.

The results mentioned in the previous part are based

on data extracted from the Youtube API. Within the

framework of the Crossover project, we compared the

results of the API with those obtained through our user

simulation system. This network of computers was

deployed in most of Belgium’s provinces. They simulate

the behaviour of an internet user and retrieve results

directly from YouTube.

7 minicomputers are running in Hainaut, East Flanders,

West Flanders, Liège, Limburg, Antwerp and Brussels.

CrossOver Raspberry Pi received

by a host in Belgium

Generally, the tendency is the rise of CGTN Français but it seems like some results are different

depending on the source (API and Raspberry Pis, but also between different Raspberry Pis).

12 April was the day when the most videos from CGTN Français appeared in the search results

when looking up  “Russie”. While the API returned 16 videos in search results, the number of

recommended videos for the user simulation system is significantly similar.

If we focus on the peak of 12 April, the API returns 7 videos out of 24 in the most

recommended videos (ranked 1st, 4th, 8th, 12th, 15th, 16th and 18th); for East Flanders, West

Flanders and Limburg, 8 videos appears in the Top 24, and 6 in Liège. The rankings of those

videos are significantly similar. Furthermore, the inhabitants of West Flanders, East Flanders

and Limburg would only see a video of CGTN Français in the second position of the search

results. Results are slightly different when observing peaks: according to the API, the highest

peak for search results takes place on 12 April, while it takes place the day prior (11 April), in

Liège and Limburg.
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Analyser name Date Channels with more than 1 video in the first 24
search results

API 12 Apr CGTN Français (7)
FRANCE 24 (3)
Le Point (2)
euronews (en français) (2)
TV5MONDE Info (2)
RMC (2)

Hainaut 12 Apr. CGTN Français (7)
FRANCE 24 (3)
LCI (3) Europe 1 (2)
Le Point (2)
euronews (en français) (2)

East Flanders 12 Apr. CGTN Français (8)
FRANCE 24  (2)
Europe 1   (2)
TV5MONDE Info (2)
LCI (2)

West Flanders 12 Apr. CGTN Français (8)
FRANCE 24 (2)
Europe 1 (2) T
V5MONDE Info (2)
LCI (2)

Liège 12 Apr. CGTN Français (6)
FRANCE 24 (4)
Europe 1 (2)
Le Point (2)
LCI (2)
euronews (en français) (2)

Limburg 12 Apr. CGTN Français (8)
FRANCE 24 (2)
Europe 1 (2)
LCI (2)

Even if the results provided by the API and the minicomputers differ slightly, the general trend

suggesting that CGTN Français has become increasingly important in the recommended

content following the RT ban seems confirmed in both analyses. Moreover, these slight

differences underline the fact that there can be a gap between official results provided by the

API and results people see from home.

This also raises the question of the correlation between the ban of RT France and the rise of

CGTN Français: does it exist, and how can it be explained?

Was a Russian state-controlled media replaced by its Chinese counterpart?
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Can the rise of CGTN Français be explained?
For the sake of the investigation, we chose to focus on the keyword “Russie”. But if one looks at

the bigger picture, it seems like this topic is the only one which positions CGTN Français in the

top recommended videos. According to SocialBlade there is a huge discrepancy between

videos.

Videos mentioning Russia have several thousand views, while those concerning other -but not

less of a hot or important- topic struggle to exceed 1000 views. On 25 May, among the 50 most

viewed videos, almost 70% were related to the Russo-Ukrainian conflict (34 videos).

Those videos also have the particularity of having a higher engagement rate than those on

other topics, as can be seen in the following table (they have more views, but also more

comments). A 2020 study from Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) Misinformation Review stated that

"the display of social engagement metrics can strongly influence interaction with low-credibility
information. The higher the engagement, the more prone people are to sharing questionable content
and less to fact checking it."
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https://socialblade.com/youtube/user/cctvfrench/videos
https://socialblade.com/youtube/user/cctvfrench/videos
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2991785?hl=en
https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/exposure-to-social-engagement-metrics-increases-vulnerability-to-misinformation/
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Screenshot of SocialBlade CGTN Français channel analyse for the last 50 videos - May 26th 2020
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These elements raise the question of the intricacies of Youtube’s recommendation algorithm,

how it shapes the spread of information and indirectly affects user behaviour. Is YouTube

mostly recommending CGTN Francais' videos on the topic of Russia because of the channel’s

extra production on the topic? Is it due to CGTN Francais’ massive increase in views or perhaps

because the videos were recently uploaded?

On 18 May 2022, we asked YouTube’s team the following questions:

● Why is CGTN more recommended by YouTube search and recommendation algorithms
since March 2022?

● Why is this recommendation only visible on certain keywords like "Russie"?
● What are the metrics that can trigger a higher recommendation in YouTube systems?
● Is YouTube recommending only on the topic of Russia because of CGTN Français extra

production on the topic? Or because of massive views?

At this date, we did not receive any reply to our email.

Conclusion
Even if the decision to mute RT France was effective immediately and took the wind out of the

sails of the Kremlin propaganda through this channel, it was slowly but indubitably replaced by

another state-controlled media, which has close ties to China. As a reminder, “China has sought
to remain neutral on the conflict, calling for a peaceful solution. But it has yet to condemn the Russian
invasion and has criticised western sanctions.”3

On the topic of Russia, Belgian users of Youtube are more likely to be widely confronted with

the Chinese state-controlled media, despite the ban of Sputnik and RT France.

The success of CGTN Français continues to thrive on the topic of the war in Ukraine and all

associated themes, but it seems like it is the only matter of interest for CGTN Français viewers,

seeing the prominence of the numbers of viewers on these videos compared to the ones which

deal with other issues.

What was the path to such a success, and how did CGTN Français achieve to get a prominent

place on Youtube ? Indicators seem to emerge, but the opacity of the algorithm makes it

impossible to see a clear picture.

3 https://www.bbc.com/news/60571253
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Appendix: Methodology
The CrossOver project monitors which content is recommended to users on several media

consumption platforms. This article focuses only on YouTube.

Our data collection scheme for monitoring YouTube algorithmic content recommendation is

based on search queries from a predefined list of keywords. This article examines which

content was returned by a YouTube search on the word "Russie". Data collection is divided in

two main parts:

API data collection

Using an API provided to developers by YouTube, CrossOver queries the API with a keyword

and stores returned video ids and metadata. For the first 24 results, another set of API calls is

initiated to collect ids and metadata for recommended videos.

User simulation

CrossOver developed and dispatched a set of 7 data collection devices across Belgium, both in

predominantly French and Dutch speaking parts of the country. These devices form  the

Crossover Monitoring Network. Each device simulates a user querying YouTube searches

twice a day and collects the first 24 returned videos and gathers their ids and metadata. As for

the method used with API calls, each of these 24 videos are then interacted with and the 20

first recommended videos are collected. The minicomputers were dispatched to residential

areas in the provinces of Hainaut, East Flanders, West Flanders, Liège, Limburg, Antwerp and

Brussels.

All data collected either through API calls or Raspberry Pis is publicly available on

https://dashboard.crossover.social as it was used for the research leading to the writing of this

article.

Charts presented in this article were derived from the data available on the dashboard.
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